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One possible spot
is the Cine Mexico
theater. There’s more
info and a way to chip
in on gofundme.com.
It’ll take a bit of bucks
to get it going, natch.
Guess we’ll see how
much support it gets.

Photos: Citizens Arrest by Keith Marlow. Breakdown
by Jammi Sloane York. Rorschach by Brian Simmins.
Bad Trip by James Damien. Judge by Tim Hackemack.
Murphy’s Law by Carl Gunhouse. Zero Progress by
Nicole Bannon. Stay Scared by Ed Saincome. Crippled
mikeslobs.
blogspot.com Fox by Hlava Derava.

Helping load in/out as a team. Essential
I know the other guys in the band just want
me to shut up. Doing my little lyric hand-out helps.

I’d say B) or D.) I can act crazy, jump all around like a mad man!!!
b. actin a fool is what i do best
A & B. A) because I’m so uncomfortable in
my own skin when I’m in a crowd that
the damaged side of me likes to throw myself in
the position I hate the most. If that makes sense.
B) because I have all these damaged thoughts
in my head and I don’t know what will happen to
me if I don’t let them out.
D. Chicks dig us!

I’m lucky my guys let me do literally whatever
I want hahaha
Telling women (or men) who have never heard your
band that you are the singer of a band that
toured the US and Europe. Then ditto to all above.
Worst part - need to take care of the vox on tour. Hi to all.

DARYL

OMG - my throat was FRIED
when we did Europe! I had to see a doctor.
Yogurt - secret vocal weapon.

MIKE JUDGE

None of these answers really fit for me. I sing because I have a lot
of aggression and fucked up feelings toward the realities
of this world, and the realities of my own life. If I don’t get that rage out
somehow, I fear for the person who crosses me.

I’m getting my tonsils out soon
cause they always swell up like crazy.
(On tour, that is.)
I have found that having and
using your own microphone while on
tour can help you avoid getting sick.

JEFF

Yeah Seriously I sing cause I’m all emo and the world is fucked
and my girlfriend broke my heart and beer....
Girlfriends should never break your beer...
I can’t lie - I love to talk (no shit), and so being up front where
I can say whatever & express whatever. I like making people laugh.
Same reason people start fanzines and play instruments.
When you are part of a scene you like to
participate. Besides there’s no greater feeling then having friends
signing along with you as your band plays. Mike Judge great answer.

TONY

The best thing about singing for a hardcore band is the
kids standing on your head and the shitty pizza.
Don’t I know it!
We actually played a pizza place Cleveland. The pizza was pretty good.
There’s something about pizza and hardcore. GO! did a 1-second
song “Pizza Boy” back in 1990 and people still bring it up.
Not paying baggage fees when flying to play foreign lands.

SPEEDIE
JIMMY G
CHARLES

Best part: I am not totally necessary at practice & if I make a
mistake live, it is not usually noticeable (it wasn’t like
I was in key or anything)

MATT

All of the above plus hearing the crowd chant The Champ’s name.
The best part about being a singer is having a huge ego and generally
annoying your band mates and everyone around you. I’m kidding. I got
all my singing out years ago. I prefer playing guitar or bass these days.
I went from drums to singing. Not moving around drums as much
(still help some) is the best.
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